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BBase CODE £

11 2 4 5

CCODE

Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction

TType of fabric

bond, fenno,
sawana 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia

blazer, easy, 
synergy, 

of the ceiling panel in the upholstery

of the construction

charles, 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, valencia

blazer, easy, 
silvertex, 

synergy, 
leather

Type of fabric

bond, fenno,
keimo, sawana 

Upholstered walls

Base

backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FDAB

SOCIAL SWING SINGLE



11 2 4 5

CCODE

11 2 4 5

CCODE £

Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction

BBase CODE
Metal base powder painted in the color of the construction

Laminated board (colors according to Bejot sampler book)

HPL Black with black core
Finger joint solid oak wood

ttable top

TType of top Laminated board HPL 
(10mm thick)

Finger joint solid oak 

Base

backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FDAB

leather

Type of fabric

bond, fenno,
keimo, sawana 

charles, 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, valencia

blazer, easy, 
silvertex, 

synergy, 

Base

Upholstered walls

Type of fabric

bond, fenno,
sawana 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia

blazer, easy, 
synergy, 

of the ceiling panel in the upholstery

of the construction

SOCIAL SWING DOUBLE



11 2 4 5

CCODE

TThe construction is a permanent element of the set, to the construction there must be selected appropriate elements.

bond, fenno,
sawana 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia

blazer, easy, 
synergy, 

Upholstered walls

of the ceiling panel in the upholstery

  

BBase

TType of fabric

SOCIAL SWING ROUND



11 2 4 5

CCODE £

11 2 4 5

CCODE

Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction

11 2 4 5

CCODE
Upholstered pouf with a fi 1000mm top

Laminated board (colors according to Bejot sampler book)
Finger joint solid oak wood

TType of fabric

bond, fenno,
keimo, sawana 

charles, 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, valencia

blazer, easy, 
synergy, 

client's own 
fabric

Base

Type of fabric

bond, fenno,
keimo, sawana 

charles, 

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, valencia

blazer, easy, 
silvertex, 

synergy, 
leather

Base

backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.)

Type of fabric

bond, sawana charles,   

pastel, roccia

blazer, easy, 
synergy, 

FDAB

Base

table top

SOCIAL SWING ROUND elements



ScPi ScPi

ScPiScPi

2700

1150

2205

NaSi NaSi
NaSi

NaOp

Upholstery capabilities for social swing double suspended chair system

Standard: finishing the top of the roof with interlining Option: finishing the top of the roof with a fabric

first color of the fabric 
ScPi  - wall and ceiling

second color of the fabric 
NaSi  - seat overlay
NaOp  - backrest overlay



3600

2205

ScPi ScPiScPi

PaS
PaS

NaOp

SSR TB

Op

Si NaSi

Op
Si

SSR TB

NaSi

NaOp

PaS

PaS

Upholstery capabilities for social swing round suspended chair system

Standard: finishing the top of the roof with interlining Option: finishing the top of the roof with a fabric

first color of the fabric 
ScPi  - wall

second color of the fabric 
PaS  - ceiling panels

third color of the fabric 
Si+Op   - bench

fourth color of the fabric
NaSi  - seat overlay
NaOp  - backrest overlay

fifth color of the fabric
SSR TB - table base

Examples of configuration:


